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Abstract. The past decades a number of new perspectives on public administration have emerged, for instance New Public Service, New Public Governance
and Digital Era Governance. Several of these perspectives seem to have the
concept of co-production in common, implying that the public sector engages
citizens to take part in the design and execution of services. A rather new way
to achieve coproduction in the public sector has been to utilize crowdsourcing
or social media monitoring. However, the way these ’methods’ has been implemented in public sector is often associated with difficulties, and to overcome
some of them we propose an Internet of Things (IoT) approach that hopefully
will create improved conditions for data-driven business development. At present, the approach is tested in a local government in northern Sweden in which
we have set up a Low Power Wide Area Network designed for wireless batteryoperated sensors. Although the test is still in an initial stage, results so far are
promising and using sensor data in business development may be one way to
improve public sector services. However, our test also shows that there are
some issues that are of importance when designing and using IoT in public
spaces. We conclude by suggesting that the concept of affordance can be useful
to understand how we design and implement sensors in public spaces.
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Introduction – Citizens as Co-constructors

With the arise of globalization and digitalization new perspectives on public administration have emerged such as New Public Service [1, 2], Public Value Management
[3], New Public Governance [4], and Digital Era Governance [5]. These perspectives
have a mutual starting-point, the ‘reasonable man’, which is based on dialogue and
deliberation. In this view, the citizen often is regarded as a problem solver and cocreator engaged in creating what is valuable and good for the public together with the
public sector. Other consequences of the new perspectives concern the shift from an
inside-out approach of offering service to focusing on service or citizen journeys,
from plan-driven projects towards more agile ways of working, and realization of a
do-it-yourself strategy with self-service opportunities [6].
Several of these new perspectives seem to have the concept of co-production in
common [7], or co-creation as it sometimes is called, meaning that the public sector
engages citizens not only to provide opinions on the services it delivers, but also to
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take part in the design of new services, the redesign of existing services and the actual
execution of services, partly or fully. A quite recent way of establishing co-production
in the public sector has been to apply information technologies into active or passive
settings. One example of an active setting is crowdsourcing [8], and one example of a
passive setting is social media monitoring [9].
However, the way crowdsourcing has been implemented in public sector is often
associated with difficulties, and some of them are also related to social media monitoring. Perhaps the most important issue is related to the nature of the crowd. The
question of who forms the group, how it is organized and what task the crowd is involved in effects the outcome of the crowd’s performance. Challenges that needs to
be managed include for instance; the existence of a sufficient diverse and knowledgeable active crowd, the task and the crowdsourcing process that the crowd is supposed
to participate in, and the channel, or the media, in which the crowdsourcing occurs.
To overcome some of the difficulties associated with crowdsourcing and social
media monitoring we propose that an alternative or complement may be to use Internet of Things (IoT) technology to gather data regarding citizens’ everyday behavior
and the actions they perform in the real-world. By doing this we are trying to investigate the research question whether or not sensor data can be used as an input to datadriven business development. You might say that this is an IoT approach to citizen
sourcing that hopefully will create improved conditions for business development,
and innovative citizen sourcing in public sector organizations. Janssen, Konopnicki,
Snowdon, and Ojo [10], presents similar ideas of data-driven innovation in the public
sector but in a big and open linked data view that is more comprehensive than the IoT
view of this article. The IoT approach is at the moment tested in a local government in
northern Sweden, where we have set up a Low Power Wide Area (LoRa) Network
specifically designed for wireless battery-operated sensors.
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The Context – A LoRa Network in a Scarcely Populated
Area

2.1

Research Site

The local government in which we test the IoT approach has a population less than
5 000 inhabitants. The LoRa infrastructure that we have implemented has as a star
topology with gateways as bridges between sensors and a central server [11], LoRa
was chosen since it is an open and widely spread platform, including an open, nonprofit association sharing their experiences.
By placing two gateways in central locations, the network covers a large part of the
central city area. Each gateway is expected to cover a radius of three kilometers (figure 1). The reason for also including the outskirts of the town is to cover leisure areas
such as cross-country skiing trails, cross-training tracks, barbecue areas, and areas for
swimming and hiking.
In the initial phase, the placing of sensors was based on some of the current challenges the business development team at the local government has on their desk. Ex-
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ample of issues are; a) the city has to many pedestrian crossings, and other attempts
on deciding which crossings that should be eliminated have failed. Questionnaires and
focus group interviews have not given any clear answers regarding the citizens’ use of
these crossings, b) the city would like to know more about when and how much their
outdoor multi-sport arena is used, and c) how often cleaners should clean public toilets and empty trash cans/baskets.

Fig. 1. Two LoRa gateways covering the central city.

To further explore what kind of sensors that could be implemented, the business development team performed focus group interviews with different target groups during
fall 2017. Target groups can either be by a specific category, e.g. non-profit organizations or property owners, or by age. The aim of these focus groups has been to investigate what information/service the citizens would like to have from the local government and discuss which channels they prefer for interaction. These meetings have
uncovered requests as for instance ’knowing how many people that have joined different public areas such as the gym or the public bath’, or ’knowing snow and air
temperature for preparing cross-country skis in an appropriate way’.
The initial investigation shows that citizens’ need of information is much bigger
than what the local government is currently providing. Several of the suggestions are
opposite of what we can find in large cities that have adopted the smart city concept,
where much of the information is about avoiding queuing, traffic jams and crowds. In
our case with a sparsely populated setting, the citizens would like to know where
other people are at the moment, especially the young population. Even if they can use
social media to interact, some of the population such as young immigrants and asylum
seekers has not yet been incorporated and obtained access to these local digital communities.
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Further, the focus group interviews also show that different target groups are familiar with different social media platforms. For the young population the majority use
Snapchat in their communication. On the other hand, middle aged and older people
prefer Facebook or Instagram. This can influence the choice of platform for visualization of sensor data.
2.2

Initial Responses on Sensor Data

The first sensors were deployed during the first quarter of 2018, based on current
challenges of the business development team and input from focus group interviews.
The placing emanates mainly from citizens’ interest of sport and health, with the purpose of delivering data to enhance services. Two sensors were therefore placed at a
cross-country skiing trail, one at the start/finish and the second one on the opposite
side of the track, a couple of kilometers from the start (figure 2). Both sensors are
measuring the snow temperature and humidity, which are of importance when the
skiers select appropriate ski wax based on the current weather conditions.

Fig. 2. Sensors measuring temperature and humidity was installed at the cross-country skiing
track.

The local ski club arranged a cross-country ski competition during the same time
period and wanted to use the sensor data at once, so we provided them with a link to
the server where sensor data were stored. Then the ski club put the link to the raw
data from the sensors on their website, without any re-configuration or reflections on
interface design (figure 3).
As shown in figure 3, data was received every 20 minutes, and beside temperature
and humidity it also included lots of irrelevant and internal information, such as the
identifier number of the sensor, the temperature inside the sensor, signal strength, etc.
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Fig. 3. Sensor data from two positions at the cross-country skiing trail.

After the ski competition a few responses from the citizens were sent to the local government by SMS or through social media posts. Two examples of these are:
‘Great! Thanks for thinking about us.’ (Informant 1, March 19, 2018)
‘To me it was a big difference; I usually get up at 5.30 AM to read the temperature,
and then update about every half hour. I didn’t need to do that. Also, people usually
call me and ask for the temperature, but during this weekend no one called me.’ (Informant 2, March 19, 2018)
Despite the lack of an appropriate interface, people interested in the snow temperature
apparently did not have any problems to interpret the data tables offered by the ski
club, and also found the available data to be very useful.
A second case showing the sensors ability to be a key driver for business development, and also their ability to generate value for different stakeholder groups, was
when the business development team placed sensors at the local public bath. Sensors
were placed both in the swimming pool measuring the water temperature, and on the
doors to the dressing rooms (figure 4). The purpose was to give the citizens information about the current temperature in the water and the quantity of visitors at the
bath.
Citizens interested in swimming could recognize differences in temperature during
the week, where Wednesdays was the day when the swimming pool was warmest.
The reason for this is that it is physiotherapy and baby swim on Wednesdays and it
requires a temperature of 32 Celsius. The rest of the week the temperature slowly
dropped to become below 27 degrees on Mondays. An unexpected advantage with the
sensors was discovered when the local swimming club applied to the local government for extended training times at the public bath.
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Fig. 4. Installing sensors at the public bath.

They presented a number of suggestions of times that was appropriate for themselves,
but the head of the local government realized that the local government had sensor
data on visitors and decided to use them as a decision basis. She made an analysis
based on six months of sensor data (figure 5), which later on was used by the local
politicians when deciding on the swimming club’s training times.

Fig. 5. Attendance rate at the public bath February to August 2018.

A third case, involving several stakeholder groups, concerns the school environment.
The first set of sensors were placed on the restroom doors at the school in the local
government. Our purpose was to measure how frequently the restrooms were used,
and based on these data estimate how often each of them had to be cleaned. However,
the business development team discovered that the restrooms in the school main
building were almost not used at all. Instead, the children used the rooms in the next
building. In a follow-up interview with the children, they explained that outside the
restrooms in the main building, there was an open space where children spent their
time during breaks, chatting, playing table tennis, etc. This space was so disturbing,
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with for instance people kicking on the doors, that it made them to avoid the restrooms. With these data at hand, the school management started to discuss changes in
the school environment to improve the current situation and make the facilities more
available.
A second set of sensors is currently being placed in classrooms, measuring the
noise level. The aim is to try to accomplish a low noise level by informing different
stakeholder groups (parents, teachers, pupils, principals, etc.) about the sound conditions in the classrooms. A meeting with all teachers and the school management
showed that all of them are highly motivated to use sound sensors, but they decided to
avoid to visualize online data from the sensors in the classrooms. The reason is that
earlier attempts with other types of artefacts, visualizing noise level by a colour or a
smiley, have resulted in pupils wanting to test the equipment by shouting loudly. Instead, the first test will include visualizations in form of a weekly report showing
historical sound data as a basis for discussion among different stakeholder groups.
A concern with using sensors in public spaces was discovered when entered our
fourth case in which we installed sensors measuring movements at a newly built outdoor multi-sport arena. The arena is roughly 120 x 75 meters and contains a soccer/basket field, a playground, running tracks, a skateboard area, an outdoor gym, etc.
The aim was to create a heat map of the area to analyze when the arena was used and
which facilities that were most used. To our surprise, most of our sensors were destroyed in a few weeks, and parts of them lied scattered around the arena (figure 6).

Fig. 6. Example of destroyed sensors.

The reason for this is unclear as we have not yet done any field study at the arena, but
one possible explanation may be the design of the sensors. The sensors we use are
encapsulated in black and white boxes and might look suspicious to people, in this
case, probably quite young people. This problem has been addressed in earlier research, see for instance Jetter, Gallacher, Kalnikaite and Roger’s [12], discussion of
how people wary of being observed in communal and urban spaces. Therefore, we
believe that we need to think quite a lot more on how to design sensors that either
inform the citizen of the purpose of the measurement in a better way or are so discreet
that they are not noticed.
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3

Some Early Findings Regarding Use of IoT in Business
Development

The four cases discussed above allow us to explore how IoT technologies can be used
to support business development that hopefully also creates public value. Working
together with the local government, we have been able to implement an IoT-network
and test different types of sensors that are generating data that should be of interest for
different stakeholder groups. Our purpose has been to investigate the potential of
using IoT as a driver for business development. This is on-going research, but even at
this early stage we have noticed some issues that are of importance for design and use
of IoT in public spaces that are scarcely populated.
3.1

The Importance of Context

As can be seen in chapter two we have had different outcomes from our four cases.
Perhaps the most surprising outcome is that the sensors were destroyed in one case
but not in the other three. This may partly be due to privacy issues and the relation
between privacy and context. The last years the privacy issue has become much more
complicated in relation to the increasing amount of data being recorded by sensors in
different contexts. Nissenbaum [13], and Baldini, Botterman, Neisse, and Tallacchini
[14], emphasize that privacy protection also should be related to the context in which
the user is situated. The concept of context is here understood as consisting of an
intertwined relationship between technology, practices, industry and socio-cultural
features, and since IoT can be used everywhere (at office, in public spaces or at
home), context become a crucial aspect that has to be considered. A public space
outside a restroom in a school is a different context than the multi-sport arena. The
school case shows that pupils seem to regard the sensors as something that is in
accordance with the school environment, in the same sense as equipment that controls
ventilation and lightning. The multi-sport arena, on the other hand, is an outdoor open
space available 24/7, and also a space where no authorities are visible for most of the
time. The visitors at the arena might regard the space as something that they own and
fully control. Black and white boxes without any information about what they are
intended for may look suspicious in this context. The implementation of IoT sensors
in public spaces with the aim of creating smart cities or supporting business
development need to acknowledge that such contexts is are complex, dynamic and
messy and cannot be designed with a one-size-fits all policy [15]. Hence, context has
to be considered when designing IoT systems for public places. One way to do this
may be to emanate from a systems approach and use rich pictures showing different
stakeholder group’s perspectives on a specific context [16].
A lack of citizens’ awareness of IoT systems in public spaces can create problems
in getting feedback from citizens [17]. If citizens are not informed of the purpose of
sensor use they can become suspicious and act in different ways than their usual
behavior, or even refuse to enter a specific space. In our cases one reason to why
some of the sensors where destroyed may be that we put a note on every sensor in the
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school informing of the purpose and what the sensor was measuring, but not on the
outdoor sensors at the multi-sport arena.
Awareness of sensors in different contexts can also result in diverse interpretations
[17]. Rather neutral data such as humidity, temperature, dust and energy can be
unproblematic in public spaces, but could be regarded sensitive in private spaces such
as your home where you probably do not want to measure the amount of dust.
3.2

Data-driven Analytics from IoT Require Qualitative Analyses as
well

After having spent some time analyzing sensor data we realized that analyses of this
kind of data in some cases also need to be complemented with qualitative analyses,
since changes in people’s movements and behaviors are difficult to interpret. In three
of our cases we could see that sensor data was not enough to understand some
situations or some behaviors. A sensor placed on a door measuring movement could
become extremely complex to analyze. In such cases, did a registration of a
movement mean that a person entered the next room through the door, or was the
person just opening the door and did not enter the room? Also, the data registered did
not measure the number of individuals possibly passing the door.
Given our purpose of creating data-driven business development which in turn
leads to the development of improved and new public services, it is important to
include ethnographical inspired methods such as observations or focus group
interviews to get a deeper understanding of citizens behavior and movements in a
public space equipped with sensors.
3.3

Suspicious Black Boxes in some Cases need to be Re-designed

One reason for the different outcome of our four cases may be the physical design of
the sensors. Most of the sensors used in public spaces are designed for other types of
purposes, such as monitoring production processes and traffic flows, and controlling
signal systems, ventilation, drain, energy consumption, and water consumption. In
most cases those sensors have been developed with functionality in foreground and
not with design in mind. They are black and white boxes that do not reveal any
information what they do and which purpose they have. This circumstance can be of
importance regarding citizens’ perceptions and attitudes towards being sensed by IoT.
Currently there exist attempts to create other types of sensors with a more esthetic
design, e.g. the Fukushima wheel, the Air Quality egg and the IoT Egg. However, at
the moment these types of sensors are very few in relation to the number of available
sensors on the market.
3.4

Visualizations of Sensor Data should be Related Towards Different
Stakeholder Groups

We believe that an important factor for successful use of IoT in business development
is to have a good strategy for visualization of sensor data. One of our coming key
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issues is to experiment with visualizations of the data received from the sensors. The
aim is to find ways of creating value-added information and services to the citizens,
for instance by publishing visualizations in different social media, which at the same
time create a platform for discussing business development and improvements of
public services. Hence, a future challenge is how to integrate different communication
channels, such as social media, mobile apps and web sites, in the dialogue and also
how these can be integrated in the methods and tools used for innovation and business
development in the public sector.
Our cases show that different stakeholder groups have different motives and
requirements, which affect the choice of visualization method. One example of a
method is shared public displays showing sensor data when individuals enter a
particular place. Another option is to let individuals receive sensor data in a mobile
app. Further, the locus of received data can also be of interest, where individual seems
to prefer remote data access before local access [17]. To receive data about certain
conditions at a remote place is similar to getting data from sensors at home when
working. Local access means that when you enter a place you get actual data on a
display from that place.
Other types of visualizations of sensor data can be important for certain
stakeholder groups, for instance, governmental officials or politicians. Historical data
over a longer period of time can provide support for business development of
governmental services and help deliver better services to the citizens.
A strategy for visualization of sensor data has to consider that the solution would
be designed for non-expert users, that is, different stakeholder groups among the
citizens. A key issue here is if the sensor data only should provide actual plain data
from sensors or provide data as a trigger for engagement and of certain behavior of
citizens [15].

4

Conclusions

The idea of calm technology [18], which means that technology fades into the background or periphery, or Laurel’s [19], concept of possibility, probability and necessity, becomes a challenge when we talk about sensors. During the last decades a lot of
focus has been on making technology more adapted to individual’s preferences and
invisible to the environment. To apply the same approach towards the emergence of
IoT might not to be straightforward. The discussions of hiding sensors or to put them
in foreground and clearly show them have as we can see in the above cases impact on
people’s actions and behavior. The physical design of sensors is still in its infancy,
which may lead to unclear perceptions and understandings of what they do and for
what purpose they do what they do.
One way of understanding sensors in different contexts and how they can be
designed is to utilize the concept of affordances. Affordances originates from
Gibson’s ecological psychology [20], and was introduced into human-computer
interaction by Norman [21]. Gibson’s approach claims that affordances towards an
artefact is dependent on experiences and culture in a specific context. Affordance for
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an individual in a specific environment depends therefore on the perceptual abilities
of the individual [22], An experienced HVAC technician might perceive an air sensor
in an office building as affording a system for efficient air conditioning. For an office
worker in the same building the same sensor can be perceived as something that is
measuring temperature or it may even become ‘invisible’ since you have no
experience of sensors and what roles they play in that particular context. These
different perceptions will determine both possible actions and which action
capabilities that exist in a specific context.
Breakdowns can arise when there is a mismatch between perceived and actual
affordances in a context. They can be seen as hidden affordances, that is, there exist
possibilities for action but they are not perceived by the persons in the context. In our
case it can be explained as citizens in a certain context that do not understand what
the black box (the sensor) is and what purpose it has, and can therefore not perceive
any possible actions. Another example is false affordance, which is a situation when
persons in a certain context perceive nonexistent possibilities for action. This can
perhaps explain why the sensors at the multi-sport arena were destroyed. It may be
that the persons at the multi-sport arena interpreted the black boxes as something
connected to surveillance an acted according to that, although the sensors do not
possess that kind of functionality at all [23].
The concept of affordance can be useful to understand how we design and
implement sensors in different contexts, that is, at home, at workplace and in public
spaces. The same sensors will be perceived and interpreted differently in different
contexts, which will result in different actions and action capabilities. To fully take
advantage of such an approach, we need further research based on ethnographical
field observations focusing on people’s behavior and actions in different public spaces
equipped with sensors.
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